
State of ______ v. Joseph Shooter

Facts

	Joseph Shooter, an avid hunter known for his marksmanship, was looking forward to his annual deer hunting week.  A decade earlier, in order to protect the wild deer population, the state legislature enacted very sharp restrictions on when and how persons could hunt for deer.  Every registered hunter was allowed only one week in which to hunt deer, and each hunter was strictly limited to killing no more than three deer.  To highlight the seriousness of these deer hunting restrictions, the legislature upon prodding by PETA provided by statute that “purposefully capturing or killing a deer by any unregistered hunter, or during an unauthorized period, or after a registered hunter has already killed his/her designated quota, constitutes grand theft from the state, a felony in the second degree.”  

	Joe has prided himself on returning with his allotted three kills each and every year since these regulations were enacted.  Joe’s hunting prowess has led to his election as president of the state hunting club, and his collection of 30 stuffed deer heads has been featured in numerous hunting magazines.  In addition, the State has awarded Joe a citation for the campaign he started through his hunting club to ensure all hunters complied with the deer restrictions.  Notably, Joe’s deer head collection is extremely valuable, as the state’s deer hunting restrictions have created an enormous demand for authentic stuffed deer heads.

	Indeed, in recent years, deer hunters have had to fend off deer-stealing poachers who try to snatch downed carcasses for the later sale of their stuffed heads on the black market.  Joe was well aware of these poachers, having had encounters with them on every trip in recent years.  A few years ago, Joe was always able to scatter any approaching poachers by firing warning shots in the air upon spotting them.  But, lately, with the price for stuffed heads sky-rocketing, the poachers have become more daring.  On one occasion last year, Joe had to fire a series of rifle shots progressively closer to the poachers’ position before they retreated.

	By the last day of his week, Joe had bagged his quota of three deer.  But much to his frustration, Joe had only two heads to show for his work, as poachers had successfully pilfered the last deer he had shot despite Joe’s efforts to keep them at bay.  These poachers, who knew of Joe’s hunting prowess and now followed his activities each hunting week, had concluded that Joe only fired warning shots to keep them away and that he would never actually shoot them.  Thus, upon Joe’s third kill, the poachers did not retreat before seizing the downed deer carcass.

	Joe knew that, having already shot three deer, he could not lawfully continue hunting.  Nevertheless, in a rage about the poachers and desperate to get his third head, Joe decided to spend his final night bagging one last deer and doing whatever it would take to keep the poachers away.  While awaiting nightfall, and in order to soothe his anger and keep himself warm, Joe consumed most of the bottle of champagne he had brought to celebrate another successful week of hunting.  Joe knew from experience that a little alcohol had barely any impact on his expert marksmanship.

	
	As night arrived, Joe positioned himself within his specially camouflaged jeep which served as his hunting bunker.  Hearing a rustle before too long, Joe set his sights on a buck that quickly appeared from behind a bush.  Taking aiming at the critical spot on the deer’s torso, Joe fired a perfect shot which hit the deer in the precise location in which Joe had aimed.  The deer fell, and Joe finished off the bottle of champagne as a final bit of celebration.

	But, a second later, Joe heard movement again, and he knew that poachers were closing in.  “I’m not going to let you poachers steal my deer this time!” Joe shouted, as he fired a shot into the air.  “That first one was a warning shot,” Joe continued, “but the next one is going to be coming at you if you get any closer to my deer!”  Still screaming into the night, Joe yelled, “I do not want to have to hurt anybody, but I will do whatever it takes to protect what is rightfully mine!”

	That moment, two men appeared from the brush and quickly approached the downed carcass.  “It’s them,” thought an ever more irate Joe, and he very quickly aimed and fired a single shot.  As the first man fell, the second man shouted, “Halt, drop your weapon. We are state conservation officers.  You are under arrest.”  

	Sadly, the first man, Mr. Jerry Officer, was hit in the chest by Joe’s shot and died on the scene.  Terribly distraught about what had happened, Joe told the police that he did not want to kill or even seriously hurt anyone.  “I took aim at the thigh of the approaching man,” said Joe.  “He must have ducked --- if he had not moved, I know I would have only inflicted a minor flesh would.” 

	The other conservation officer on the scene has stated that his partner did move suddenly when they saw Joe.  But he also claims that he saw Joe aiming for his partner’s head.  The surviving officer is demanding that justice be done in the name of his fallen colleague.  Likewise, Mr. Officer’s family and local environmentalists are demanding that Joe be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.  Joe’s wife and three children, all of whom say that Joe is a kind and gentle man who would never want to kill anyone, are pleading for leniency.



